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Augusta National is golf’s Holy Grail. Navigating the azaleas to play the exclusive course that

hosts The Masters is a pipe dream for every golfer. Imagine being afforded the opportunity not

only to play the course, but to be able to bring your father along for the ride. To complete the

priceless fantasy, Jack Nicklaus—“The Golden Bear”—hosts the round. Through fate,

coincidence and good fortune, Joe Wessel managed to find a way to make that happen. In

White Fang and The Golden Bear, Wessel recounts that special round, how it came about, and

what happened on the pristine grounds of Augusta National. With the help of veteran

sportswriter Bill Chastain, Wessel's memoir offers the touching story of how the game of golf

helped in the development of a special father-son bond and how that relationship grew first

throughout Wessel’s childhood, then during his tenure as a football player-turned-coach, and

finally once he was a dad himself. This book offers the perfect father-son story for any sports

aficionado!

“Thinking how White Fang got into Joe Wessel’s hands to me HAD to be some sort of betting

settlement. To [Jack’s son] Steve, it was probably just another of the many putters Jack had

laying around . . . but to Jack, obviously this particular putter was a bit more ‘special.’ I’m glad

Jack got it back.”—Mark Lye, 18-year PGA Tour player, and 18-year golf analyst at Golf

Channel “Hearing the story of White Fang and Joe playing Augusta National with his dad

reminds me of the time I played with my son Carter. I’ve played the course a hundred times,

but playing with my son is one of the most memorable experiences.”—David Toms,

Professional Golfer, 2001 PGA Champion, 13-time winner on the PGA Tour “I was very lucky to

grow up in the shadow of a giant, my father Don Shula. As detailed in this book, Joe and his

dad had a wonderful relationship that I enjoyed watching grow for many years.”—Dave Shula,

wide receivers coach at Dartmouth College; former NFL coach; and former executive at Shula’s

Steak Houses, LLLP “Joe has been a lifelong friend. He and I have played a lot of golf over the

years, and every time I heard his White Fang story I thought it was one of the best golf stories I

have ever heard.”—Skip Holtz, head football coach and assistant for over 30 years “I have been

around golf my whole life and Joe’s White Fang story is one of the best I’ve heard. A must read

—and not just for golfers!”—Gary Koch, PGA Tour Professional and Network Golf

Analyst About the AuthorJoe Wessel is a former defensive back at Florida State University. He

holds FSU and NCAA records for blocked kicks in a game(2) and in a season (5), as well as

the most touchdowns scored off blocked kicks in a game (2). Wessel was an assistant football
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NicklausMY FATHER WAS MY BEST friend. I know how lucky I was to have had a special

relationship with him.I think my sister got a little bit of the short end of that deal. That didn’t

mean he loved her any less. But I was the apple of Dad’s eye, and he spent a ton of time with

me. He introduced me to every sport. We threw the ball together. We shot baskets together. We

kicked the football together. We played golf together. We hit tennis balls together. Whatever,

that’s what we did.Dad taught me a lot of things. There was a right way to do things. Like you

wanted to be a good sport. If you lost, it wasn’t the end of the world. You have to deal with

whatever hand you’re dealt. And, you kept your word. Your word is your bond. He also taught

me how a father was supposed to act, so I tried to do the same thing with all of my kids. He

taught me to introduce my kids to things and let them make up their own minds. I didn’t want

any of my kids to play golf just because I wanted them to play golf. I wanted them to play golf if

they wanted to play golf. I’d introduce them to the game, but I didn’t actually try to encourage

them too much. I thought it was pretty difficult being my son from that standpoint. And if they

ended up wanting to play, then that would be a great choice on their part. Well, it turned out

that three of the four boys became golf pros. Steve did not. But Steve was almost as good a

golfer as the other three. It made me very happy that my sons wanted to play, just as my dad

was happy that I enjoyed the sport on my own terms.Dad was a great athlete. He’d even played

pro football for the old Portsmouth Spartans, who are now the Detroit Lions. I didn’t know it at

the time, but Dad had wanted me to play football, too. You know, I quit football, and he never

told me he was disappointed. He just supported what I wanted to do. And so that’s sort of what



I did with my guys.Obviously, Dad was a heavy influence in my life. He passed away far too

early, at 56 of pancreatic cancer. He missed a great part of my career. But he got to see

probably seven or eight major championships. I think about him every day.A component of this

book originated from the fact that one of my sons gave something away. My kids used to give

all my stuff away. And that’s ok.I had obtained one autograph during my childhood, that of

Harvey Haddix. Most remember him as the guy who pitched a perfect game for the Pittsburgh

Pirates before losing the game in extra innings. When Harvey played for the Columbus

Redbirds, I got his autograph on a baseball. I was 6 or 7 years old. I had kept that ball on my

dresser my entire life. Then one day, I came home from a trip, and the baseball wasn’t on my

dresser. I wondered what happened until my son Steve, who was about 15 at the time, came in

and said, “Oh Dad, our ball went in the lake, so we used this one.” He showed me the Haddix

ball, and, of course, it was a mess. The autograph was gone. But that’s what kids do.”Funny

that White Fang would be one of the items he’d give away years later.Obviously, a putter’s

probably the most important club in your bag. You really have to have a good feel for your

putter. If you’re not comfortable with what you’re using, you’re out of luck. You have to have

confidence in what you’ve got. If you don’t have confidence in it, you’re not going to use it very

well. I had that one putter I used for years, a George Low Wizard heel-shafted putter. I won

fifteen of my majors with it. But there were times when all of a sudden it felt different. I wasn’t

making any putts, so I’d put it down and putt with something else and have success. White

Fang became one of those alternative putters.White Fang was a Bull’s Eye putter painted

white. When I looked at it, it gave me a different look. I putted well with it, and I gained

confidence from using it, even won a major using it, the 1967 U.S. Open at Baltusrol. You’re not

going to win if you don’t have any confidence.I met Joe Wessel when he roomed with Steve at

Florida State. They both played football, so they spent a little bit of time together and became

good friends. Joe ended up playing a little bit of golf, so they shared some time from that side,

too. Occasionally, I’d see Joe when I went to Tallahassee for games. I’d always liked him, and

when he returned White Fang to me, I liked him even more.Getting White Fang back helped to

facilitate a memorable outing. Joe Wessel had a special relationship with his father, a

relationship that is the heart of this book. Being able to play a small part in their life together

was something that brought me pure joy. I think that was a special day for Joe, and a special

day for his dad. I hope you enjoy Joe’s account, as told by Bill Chastain, as much as I enjoyed

partaking in it.ProloguePRIOR TO MY FATHER’S DEATH, every time we played a round of golf

together, we’d sit down afterward, and inevitably, somebody would want me to cue up the

White Fang story. “Tell it, Joe. It’s the best golf story ever.”Something similar occurred inside the

Men’s Grill at the Palma Ceia Golf and Country Club in Tampa. I sat swapping stories with my

friend Doug Shields, when Bill Chastain stopped by our table. Doug introduced us and told me

he was a writer. Doug calls everyone “Coach” and has a way with words, so he yelled out,

“Coach, tell Bill the White Fang story! Bill, you won’t believe this story.” I told him the story, and

that marked the beginning of this book’s journey.Dad had died a couple of months earlier. The

sting of his death remained fresh. I missed him so badly that I physically hurt. My neighbor

Ralph Barber had been pushing me to write a book, so I asked Bill if he might be interested in

collaborating with me. The next day, Bill got back to me after he’d researched the White Fang

story. Several articles had been written about how Jack Nicklaus got reunited with his beloved

putter, White Fang, but those stories missed the larger backstory, which dealt with a special

father-son relationship. Once I told Bill more about my father and our unique relationship—

along with some details from my life—we agreed to work on this book.I first met Jack in

Tallahassee, Florida, where his son Steve and I were college roommates. Steve and I played



football for Florida State University. During that time, I learned that Jack cared about

relationships and understood that relationships were more important than anything else.

Relationships were about getting along and about engaging other people. Observing Jack

made me think of my father’s work with Alcoholics Anonymous and how he guided other

people. That’s what defines true servant leadership.In the years that would follow, when I

became a husband and a father, how I saw Jack as a father meant even more to me. When I

looked back and heard stories about what happened to Jack’s father and how he felt about his

family, everything resonated with me. There were many similarities between my own father and

Jack.Jack plays a unique role in this story. He ultimately punched the Augusta lottery ticket for

my father and me. With approximately 29 million golfers in the United States and in Europe,

there’s no telling what the odds were for any golfer to ever have the good fortune of playing a

round of golf at Augusta National, home of The Masters. The place ranks among the top golf

courses in the world, and with that rank comes exclusivity. Limited numbers of rounds on those

pristine grounds are allowed yearly by its own members. Couple the odds of getting to play a

round at Augusta with the odds of getting to play Augusta with Jack Nicklaus—a six-time

winner of The Masters tournament—and the odds become astronomical.However, before the

story of how we got to Augusta unfolds, we must uncover another story, one that should echo

in the heart of any son or daughter who ever enjoyed a special relationship with his or her

father.I’ve always felt that the life I lead reflects my dreams and my passion. My father had

always enjoyed the fact that I had an affinity for sports, and ultimately, for coaching. He’d

followed his passion to entertain and sing on Broadway, and he wanted me to experience

similar joy. And I did, from growing up around the Miami Dolphins of the 1970s and early

1980s, to playing college football at Florida State University and eventually coaching in the

college and professional ranks. Dreams do come true, and sometimes in the strangest of

ways.My father gave me the ultimate lesson on how to be a leader through the discipline he

dispatched and by the way he lived his life. Watching him and listening to him gave me an

understanding of passion and hard work. You have to be an example to the people you lead. I

have strived for that in my coaching career, in my business life, and in my personal life.Dad was

a regional sales manager for McCormick & Company, but I think he always fell back on his

Navy experience from World War II, where he learned about the hierarchy of leadership and

being a stickler about details—doing things right.Along the way, I was exposed to many

different coaches, including Don Shula, Bill Arnsparger, Howard Schnellenberger, Bobby

Bowden, Jack Stanton, Mickey Andrews, Lou Holtz, and countless others. Coaching is all about

getting people to buy into a philosophy, then getting them to execute the things that are needed

for success, some of which they never thought possible. Both of my parents provided a

foundation for that way of thinking. My mother taught English and always strived to have us

speak correctly. You said you were “doing well.” You didn’t say you were “doing good.” That’s

what we parents do, because we want our kids to be better than we were.Once I got out of

football and into business, the bells started going off when others would comment about the

people I have met, the places I have been to, and the experiences that have formed and

guided my life. I can look back and say they’ve all helped to form the person I am. No person is

more responsible for who I am than my father, Louis Joseph Wessel.CHAPTER

1AnticipationOctober 2003SITTING ON THE BACK PORCH of Firestone Cabin at Augusta

National, my mind raced. I reflected on my life and considered the possibilities of the next day.I

had a downhill view through the pine trees of the No. 10 fairway thanks to a bright moon.

Temperatures were in the 50s, and the wind whistled through the pines. The forecast for the

next day was clear and in the 60s. Perfect golf weather.Although the azaleas weren’t blooming



in the fall, the visualization of a full accompaniment of the signature flowers sat in my brain, just

not in my nose. I’d played in baseball stadiums and I’d coached and played in football stadiums,

but golf is a different sport altogether. When you play a course, you can go out and do exactly

what the pro did, a month after or a day after he finished a tournament. Golf has that capability.

And you can play the exalted venues where legends are formed or dismantled. Augusta

National is such a venue.Firestone Cabin sat in the middle of a semicircle of newer cabins at

Augusta National. The famed Butler Cabin sits off the 10th tee near the 9th green. Everybody

in the cabin slept that night except me. Among those sleeping were my father; my college

roommate, Steve Nicklaus; and Jack Nicklaus—the Golden Bear, who happened to be Steve’s

father.I felt as though I’d experienced a reversal of roles, putting my seventy-seven-year-old

father to bed like I’d tucked in my kids before treating them to the circus the following day.Three

years earlier, a friend offered me tickets for a practice round at The Masters. I accepted and

brought my father with me. We drove from Tampa and back the same day. What an experience!

Dad remained in a state of awe watching the practice round and some of the par-3 tournament.

We walked a lot; he’d been in good shape then, and the fibrosis hadn’t taken its toll yet. Dad

commented at one point, “Man, the TV doesn’t do this place justice.” He couldn’t believe the

course’s elevations. Augusta National’s beauty captured him, sending him back to his days of

tending to his orchids on the side of the house.Right in his wheelhouse.No doubt, Dad walked

off the course that day thinking he’d never see the place again, much less ever have an

opportunity to play the course. Yet now I found myself, perched on the brink of stepping inside

the ropes to play Augusta National, and privy to doing so with my father, my college roommate,

and the golfer hailed as the best to ever play the game. How would I handle the treacherous

greens? Amen Corner? I wanted morning to arrive. I wanted to tee off. I wanted to putt on the

immaculate greens. I just didn’t want the night to end.White Fang would be picking up the

check.Had that magical putter not brought comfort to Nicklaus for a fleeting moment during his

storied career, my Augusta experience would never have come to fruition.CHAPTER 2Louis

Joseph WesselHURRICANE SEASON IN THE ATLANTIC proved to be particularly feisty in the

summer of 1926. When you lived in Miami Beach like my grandparents, Louis and Esther

Wessel, you had to pay attention to such things.On July 22, 1926, the National Weather

Service reported the first hurricane of the season. Reports of another tropical depression

forming on July 29 prompted a decision by my pregnant grandmother to travel by train to

Dubuque, Iowa. She could have her baby surrounded by a large Bertsch clan, thousands of

miles from the possibility of hurricane devastation.The previous year, my grandparents had lost

their first, Patrick, due to complications from the birth. Given the fact the only hospital near

where they lived was inland, along with the lingering heartbreak from the loss of Patrick, the

precautions they took were understandable.On August 14, 1926, Louis Joseph Wessel came

into the world in a hospital in Dubuque. The decision to temporarily relocate proved to be a

wise one. Eleven tropical storms took place in, or around, the Atlantic that year. Among those,

the “Great Miami Hurricane” arrived on September 18.The nastiest part of that historic storm

saw Miami Beach get hit with a ten-foot storm surge that sent water from the Atlantic Ocean as

far as the City of Miami, leaving several city blocks covered by water. According to the Red

Cross, 372 people died in the storm and another 6,000 were injured. The estimated cost from

the damages inflicted amounted to $105 million, according to the National Weather Service,

which notes that in today’s dollars, damages from that storm would equate to approximately

$164 billion.Two months after my grandmother had given birth, the weather in the Atlantic

settled, and she boarded a train to Miami Beach to be reunited with my grandfather. It was

there that they would raise my father, along with the other nine children that followed. My



grandmother gave birth to ten kids in twelve years, including one set of twins.My grandfather

worked in the construction business, a less than ideal business after the Depression hit.

Difficult circumstances, both physical and economic, followed. Though my grandparents

weren’t poor, they were far from wealthy. They made do with little spending money.Dad always

described my grandmother as a queen, noting that everybody always talked about her

gregarious nature and generosity. Despite the family’s circumstances and tight living

conditions, my grandmother would insist that they could find room for a visitor if he or she

needed to stay overnight. Somehow, she would manage to find a place for them to sleep while

also finding enough food to feed them.Being the oldest of ten, with five brothers and four

sisters, Dad had the platform to become a leader, a counselor, a big brother, and a friend to his

siblings. The three-bedroom house in which they lived had one bathroom and no air

conditioning. A survival-of-the-fittest climate existed, teaching the kids that the early riser got

the better shoes—and the most food. Not having money to go to the movies or other forms of

entertainment, Dad became a tinkerer, developing a natural curiosity about how things worked

and how to fix them. My grandmother knew how to cook circles around most, and she could

play the piano. No doubt, those skills rubbed off on Dad, as did her love of music. Eventually,

that love would weave itself into every part of his life, and mine.Dad attended St. Patrick’s

School in Miami Beach. St. Patrick’s, and the church to which it was attached, were built in the

aftermath of the “Great Miami Hurricane.” My grandfather, Louis, helped build the church along

with the school gymnasium. Attending the Catholic school hardly filled Dad’s vision of heaven.

Instead, the beach represented his idea of the Promise Land. Any time spent in the sand and

salt water was time well spent—particularly when skipping school. Said excursions would

usually involve fishing or diving in the Atlantic Ocean. At times, he would combine the two

activities to spearfish for grouper and snapper off Miami Beach. Despite being anything but

wealthy, Dad also was introduced to golf in his early years, receiving instruction from Denny

Rouse, one of the first-known golf professionals in Normandy Isle.During Dad’s freshman and

sophomore years in high school, he worked part-time at a gas station. Being around cars and

engines pleased him.Thanks to World War II, he never graduated from St. Patrick’s.The

Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Like many Americans, Dad heard

about the attack via the radio. Subsequent reports of the activities that followed, along with the

wave of patriotism in the country, captured his attention.My grandfather’s work often put him in

different areas where bridges and other projects were being constructed. That left doling out

much of the discipline to my grandmother and the St. Patrick’s nuns and priests.Dad had worn

down the nuns, who had tired of tracking him down and trying to haul him back to school.

Finally, my grandmother issued the ultimatum: “Look, you’re either going to stay in school, or

you’re going to the war.”Music to Dad’s ears.On February 27, 1942, Dad chose the war.

Despite being just fifteen, he had already been thinking about joining the war effort. A friend of

his, Leo Collins, served on a Navy battleship. Leo filled Dad’s ears with tales of the foreign

countries he’d visited. Dad’s mind drifted and dreamed, bringing thoughts of the ocean, exotic

islands, and a lot of girls. And why not? Remember, he lived in a small house with his nine

siblings, and meanwhile, his relationships with the Catholic nuns grew more contentious daily.

It’s no wonder that the Navy looked like an attractive destination, even if combat might be part

of the assignment.Believing that the United States’ mainland could be attacked next, countless

young and patriotic American men enlisted. I have to agree with Tom Brokaw, who called that

generation the “Greatest Generation.”Dad figured he could join even if underaged. He lied

when he went with a friend to enlist, telling them he was seventeen. Even with the addition of

two years to his alleged age, the Navy informed him he needed to have a signed release from



his parents to go anchors aweigh. My grandparents signed off.Being a father, I can’t imagine

signing off to allow one of my sons to join the military, particularly at the age of fifteen.The

Navy accepted Dad in February of 1942, and he reported for duty at the end of the month, on

February 27, 1942.CHAPTER 3Off to WarTODAY, DAD’S CLASSIFICATION WOULD BE

known as a VUMS, or Veteran Underage Military Service.Basic training took place at the Naval

Operating Base in Norfolk, Virginia. Because so many men entered the Navy at the same time,

there wasn’t room for all of them at the facility. Accordingly, training got delayed, as did

assignments. Dad had to spend months at Norfolk before the Navy could find a place for him.

Many others shared the same experience.Dad’s resistance to discipline added to the difficulty

of basic training. When speaking about himself as a young man, he allowed, “I was kind of an

independent cuss. But I got through it very well.”Trainees at the facility were assigned to

different schools such as aviation school, mechanic school, and radio operator school, to name

a few. Those who weren’t assigned to one of the schools were immediately assigned to ship

duty. Dad fell into the latter category, receiving the classification of apprentice seaman.Fresh

out of boot camp in July of 1942, Dad got assigned aboard a troop carrier, USS Thomas

Stone, named after a signer of the Declaration of Independence. Two months later, Dad was

transferred to USS Simpson, a four-stack destroyer from World War I named for Rear Admiral

Edward Simpson.Escort duty in the Atlantic turned out to be the Simpson’s mission. The ship

would travel up and down the East Coast of the United States, offering submarine patrol and

protection for the freighters and troop carriers from Guantanamo Bay to Boston and New

York.While on the Simpson, Dad got the news in November of 1942 that the Thomas Stone

had been torpedoed while on the way to the invasion of Casablanca in North Africa.

Fortunately, the troops aboard survived.Dad was transferred again on December 1, 1942,

going from the Simpson to New York. Pier 92 operated as a receiving station during the war

when the Queen Mary, the Normandie, and many other big cruise ships docked there and got

converted into barracks. Thousands of double-decker beds were installed and became home to

over 10,000 sailors.Getting assigned to New York turned into one of the best experiences of

Dad’s life.Menial duties kept him and his fellow sailors busy most mornings, while free time

came during most afternoons, enabling them to venture into New York City to entertain

themselves. Dad dedicated much of his time to cultivating his interest in music.Ethel Merman

and Irving Berlin starred in the first Broadway show he saw. Sammy Kaye, Glenn Miller, and

many of the big bands of that era played in the city. Dad even saw Frank Sinatra perform at the

Paramount Theatre. By the time his two months of duty in New York City had run its course, his

passion for music had been effectively stoked. For the first time ever, an idea about what he

wanted to do in life percolated inside his mind.Dad was transferred to Little Creek, Virginia, in

February of 1943 and got assigned to a newly designed type of a ship, known as an LCI—

Landing Craft Infantry. These were lightly armed amphibious assault vessels designed to land

troops when they made beachhead assaults. The crew of twenty-three men—nineteen enlisted

men and four officers—shipped out on February 6, 1943, in the 135-foot ship, spending twenty-

six days navigating the small ship from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It was not exactly easy duty,

since the LCI had not been designed to navigate heavy seas. At such times, the vessel could

feel like a cork floating in the water. The crew had to get along in the tight quarters, coping with

the intense heat while living on a diet consisting primarily of Spam dishes. On the bright side,

they had a cook who knew how to make the best cornbread Dad had ever tasted.Dad

advanced from apprentice seaman, to seaman second class, and then to a seaman first class.

While serving on the LCI, he renewed his interest in mechanics and went into the “Black Gang”

as a motor machinist, learning a lot about the engines that supplied the power that propelled



the ship through the water.Dad helped take care of the engines and saw that they were

serviced properly, and he had a battle station, as did everyone on the crew. When general

quarters sounded, whether they were in battle or anticipating going into battle, they had to be

at their battle stations. For Dad, that meant being the gunner on a 20-millimeter cannon.Daily

duties also included watch duty, a duty everybody on the ship shared, that usually constituted

four hours on, four hours off, four hours on, then eight hours off.On that tiny vessel, they went

to Bora Bora, Fiji, Samoa, Noumea, and Sydney before they were to head for Guadalcanal in

April of 1943.The Battle of Guadalcanal began on August 7, 1942, and continued until

February 9, 1943. Amphibious warfare had played a large role throughout the battle.

Fortunately, the Marines had the island well under control by the time Dad’s LCI had been

scheduled to arrive, so their ship, and the flotilla in which they traveled, got reassigned to New

Guinea, where things were going badly.At any given time, they traveled as part of a six- to

twelve-ship flotilla. They took part in a mission at Buna, which the Army had captured months

earlier. Dad’s LCI would transport a company of men—normally close to two hundred infantry

personnel, from spot A to spot B, where the battle took place. As the boat approached its

intended landfall, they would drop a large spiked anchor off the stern several hundred yards

away from the beach. They would beach the boat as close to land as possible. The troops

would unload on the beach using the ship’s bow ramps. After the disembarkation of the troops,

they would use the machine pulley that was connected to the anchor to then pull the ship off

the beach to return it to the sea.Over the course of the next year and a half, they made many

landings up and down the New Guinea coast before jumping to New Britain, where they

transported Marines into battle. They also transported Australian soldiers. On one occasion

that included an Australian division that had just departed South Africa, they had engaged the

“Desert Fox,” German General Erwin Rommel, and his famed tank corps.Throughout, they

conducted a series of leapfrogging exercises. General Douglas MacArthur developed a

strategy that would cut off the enemy’s supply line by leapfrogging around the enemy rather

than fighting through him.Dad was rotated back to the United States in December of 1944,

taking a ship to San Francisco to begin a thirty-day leave.During that time, he returned to

Miami, where he enjoyed getting reacquainted with civilian life. Mostly, he just hung out, having

fun with women, going to the dance halls and the USO shows. The Air Force operated a huge

training base for officer training schools in Miami Beach. Sailors were welcomed at their

activities, so they had a ball. They received hero treatment everywhere they went. Dad always

maintained they weren’t heroes, noting, “Those were the guys who didn’t come home.”After the

thirty days passed, Dad had to report to Cape Bradford, Virginia, near Norfolk, to be

reassigned. Once again, he got assigned to an amphibious vessel. You could say the

assignment left Dad somewhat south of being a happy camper. This time, he found himself

aboard an LST, which carried twice the amount of an LCI. A sailor couldn’t do anything about

his assignment, so, dutifully, he reported to his new ship in January of 1945.While the LCI only

carried infantry and could carry up to a company, or two hundred men, an LST had a huge

open space, with the operation part of the ship on the stern. Tanks, boats, and other

amphibious crafts could be transported on an LST, which ran 340 feet long. They only had

twenty-four crew members on the LCI. Seventy-four crew members manned the LST, bringing

a different environment and making Dad miserable.Just like the other time Dad shipped out of

Virginia, they followed a path that cut through the Panama Canal to the Pacific. A stop at Pearl

Harbor afforded them a firsthand look at the devastation from the December 7, 1941, attack.

Being a young man, Dad spent most of that two-day stop at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, because

that’s where most of the servicemen who went to Hawaii wanted to go.After the stop in Hawaii,



they set sail for the Philippines, arriving shortly after the invasion of the island. They were

grateful the island had been secured before their arrival. The Philippines invasion had brought

a lot of losses.They transported men and equipment from city to city in the Philippines before

winding up in Manila. Then they transported tanks and armored vehicles to Okinawa. That

summer, while leaving Okinawa, they were subjected to the worst series of typhoons that ever

affected the US Navy.Japan is located in the typhoon belt. Typhoons were frequent

occurrences that summer and continued to haunt the Navy through November. To grasp how

powerful those typhoons could be, USS Hornet, an Essex-class carrier that had survived

numerous battles at sea, saw the front edge of its flight deck collapse by the force of 138 mph

winds. That forced the Hornet and its 2,500-man crew to head to California for repairs. Dad’s

ship survived by making port in Ie Shima, the little island north of Okinawa where Japanese

machine gunfire had killed famed war correspondent Ernie Pyle.Pyle had been killed on April

18, 1945, after coming ashore with the Army’s 305th Infantry Regiment of the 77th “Liberty

Patch” Division. Dad, like others in the military, thought highly of Pyle, who wasn’t shy about

going into combat. The monument on Ie Shima that honored Pyle moved Dad

accordingly.While they were on the island, Dad and his entire ship received the news on

August 6 and 9 that atom bombs had been dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. News of a

Japanese surrender had quickly followed.The Navy didn’t know where to send Dad’s ship after

the surrender. First, they were directed to Korea, where they unloaded the vehicles aboard.

They then sailed to Tientsin, China, which is located on the coast across the Sea of Japan

from Sasebo, Japan. Several trips followed where they transported Japanese prisoners of war

from China back to their homeland.In November, Dad was put on a ship headed to San

Francisco. From there, he took a five-day train trip to Jacksonville, Florida. After receiving an

honorable discharge at Jacksonville Naval Air Station on December 24, 1945, Dad returned to

Miami Beach. What a Christmas present!Dad said of his time in the Navy that it had its ups and

downs and though he wouldn’t take a million dollars to do it all again, he was happy that he’d

served. He stressed that he learned a lot from the experience, which allowed him to explore

other parts of the world and taught him how to deal with trying circumstances. Above all, he felt

grateful, and fortunate, to have finished his service without incurring an injury, mental or

physical.CHAPTER 4Home, and BroadwayDAD FOUND HIMSELF IN A situation similar to

what hundreds of thousands of men experienced when returning to civilian life after the war.

The Navy had been all he’d known from the time he was fifteen until he was nineteen, and he

had no idea what he wanted to do for the rest of his life, or even in his immediate future.He’d

already recognized the fact that not having graduated from high school would be a detriment,

and he began to address that deficiency before leaving the Navy. Correspondence courses

were offered by the Armed Forces Network while he served in the Pacific, and he took

advantage of that opportunity. Once he returned to Miami, he went to a local high school that

offered a course in how to pass the GED test. After getting his high school diploma out of the

way, Dad’s thoughts turned to music. My grandmother had music in her blood. She could play

the piano by ear. Not until Dad returned home from World War II did he discover that he, too,

had a passion for music. That love of music prompted him to enroll at the University of Miami

via the G.I. Bill, and he graduated with a liberal arts degree with a major in music.Dad had a

tenor voice. The tenor is not the extreme high range of a male voice, but it is a high range. A

“bass” voice registers as the deep voice, with “baritone” coming in the middle of the two.

Examples of modern-day tenors are Luciano Pavarotti and Placido Domingo. Maybe that’s why

Dad loved Pavarotti.Shooting for the moon, Dad saw a musical career on Broadway as the next

logical adventure of his life. Ignoring the staggering odds against success on the grandest of



stages, he again left Miami Beach and headed to New York City, where he had felt the pulse of

the big city and had so enjoyed the music and Broadway shows.During his three years in the

Big Apple, he performed in Broadway musicals, road shows, and summer stock. Brigadoon,

Kiss Me Kate, Carousel, and Oklahoma, were just some of the numerous shows in which he

participated.Performing on Broadway had parallels to being an athlete. Broadway actors and

actresses did nine shows a week, with two matinees. You had to be in great shape to physically

adhere to such a schedule. And when the lights came on, you had to set aside any nerves and

perform. I think it’s a fair comparison.Young, single, and full of life, Dad loved his time on

Broadway, even if he had to supplement his income by working as a chef.In the end, Dad had

talent, but he recognized that the odds were stacked against him to succeed in the tough

entertainment business. Even those more talented than he failed. Chasing hard the Broadway

dream finally drove home the realization to him that he hadn’t made a lucrative career choice.

He always said of his days on Broadway, “I did a lot more cooking than I did singing!” Looking

to make a change and earn more money, he moved back to Miami Beach, where he could

enjoy the ocean, the beach, and his family.Dad’s return to Miami Beach also signaled the

beginning of his career as a piano bar singer. He became the Frank Sinatra of Miami Beach,

performing in the hotel lounges and The Surfside Bandshell. Piano bars were popular in the

1950s and 1960s during the Rat Pack’s heyday, and the influences of Sinatra, Dean Martin,

and Sammy Davis were undeniable. All of the hotels at the beach at that time had lounges.

Performers like Dad were usually accompanied by piano players. A blind man, Hal Di Ciccio,

became Dad’s favorite pianist, and they formed a duo.Singing in lounges, Dad stayed true to

his tenor voice, though he imitated a lot of the popular singers of the day. And, obviously, many

of his selections were influenced by Broadway.Dad’s return to Miami Beach also set the stage

for him to meet my mother.Two of Dad’s sisters, Margaret and Rita, attended St. Patrick’s also,

and they played sports. In their high school days, they played against this girl from the other

side of the tracks at St. Mary’s. Her name: Marjorie Parker.Their love of sports and basketball in

particular continued after their college days, and it paired them up in a local basketball league.

One night, Dad had nothing to do, and as a good brother would do, he went to watch his

sisters play. Afterward, he asked his sisters to help him meet the blonde woman everyone

called “Marge.”
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because sports were the author's launching pad and the title refers to one of the greatest

sportsmen of all time. And it's kind of a father/son story, which many of a "certain age" can

relate to--that is, the complicated relationship between us boomer boys and our fathers. But

ultimately I think it's a story about attaining true greatness as a person and what that means.

We are all on that journey and we benefit from Joe sharing his story with us. A great read, a

hard book to put down.”

Boods, “Wonderfully written-A True Story. What a wonderful read not only for golf fans. With all

the stuff we accumulate over the years it's easy to see how we might lose track of something

and for me this story (with The Golden Bear no less) is not just an incredible tale of luck but of

reuniting and how reuniting can be a theme for any of us.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “True to life take of the power of persistence and the Strength of Family!.

Joe Wessel writes with sometimes brutal honesty in this true story of his journey through life

with his Father and weaves in an amazing tale of playing Augusta National with the greatest

living golf legend. Read it sports fans this is a family friendly tale.”

Bob, “Real person, real stories, real good!. I was so looking forward to this book, and it did not

disappoint. It had everything I love: football, golf, God, family, friends. It had highs and lows,

reality to the umph degree, struggles and successes, basically what life is all about on this

planet. Nothing was sugar coated or over dramatized, just the author’s true feelings, and his

take on things.”

Jeffrey Pasch, “Great book. I really enjoyed reading this book.Great golf and football stories.”

Terry, “Memories of my Dad. Great book. Joe & I played Youth Football together and we both

ended up at FSU. What a special treat to get to bring your Dad to Augusta. It brought back

many memories of playing golf with my dad. Thanks Joe.”

Linda L. Kemp, “The White Fang and Golden Bear is a must read. I just finished this book and

loved it. Great father and son relationship that will touch your heart.May your cushions be

many!”
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